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The “prior density for path” (the Onsager-Machlup functional) is defined for 
solutions of semilinear elliptic type PDEs driven by white noise. The existence of 
this functional is proved by applying a general theorem of Ramer on the 
equivalence of measures on Wiener space. As an application, the maximum a 
posteriori (MAP) estimation problem is considered where the solution of the 
semilinear equation is observed via a noisy nonlinear sensor. The existence of the 
optimal estimator and its representation by means of appropriate first-order 
conditions are derived. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we extend our previous work [2] on prior densities 
(Onsager-Machlup functionals) and on maximum a posteriori (MAP) 
estimation of random fields beyonds the Gaussian case. For diffusions, the 
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change from Gaussian to non-Gaussian processes only involved adding a 
finite correction term in the “prior density for path” [4]. However, in the 
non-Gaussian multiparameter case, the procedure which yielded the prior 
density in the Gaussian case fails to converge. To remedy this situation, we 
have to impose additional smoothness conditions on the solutions of the 
stochastic PDE which are beyond the minimal ones required for the 
existence of continuous solutions, cf. below. In what follows, we use the 
same notations as in [2]. 
We deal throughout with random fields generated by the solution of 
semilinear elliptic PDEs, over (nice) bounded domains in Rd, d > 2. Let P 
be a strongly elliptic operator of order 2k with smooth coefficients, let P, 
be a boundary operator (of order k - l), and let F be a nonlinear operator 
of order m < 2k-d/2 of the form F(q5)=f($, D,#, . . . . DT#) for some 
f: R 2(2m- ‘) + R. The field model which we consider is 
Pu(x) + F@(x)) = n(x), 
~Q){P,z4(x~=o, 
XED 
XE~D, (1.1) 
where n(x) is white noise (a somewhat more general form of I;(-) is used 
in Section 2). For simplicity, we will concentrate in the sequel on the 
homogeneous Dirichlet problem, i.e., in the case where the boundary condi- 
tions are 
u(x)+ . . . ak-lu =-----.-=o, 
ad- 1 
XEaD, 
where v is the normal direction to aD. As in [2], we consider the observa- 
tion model of white noise corrupted nonlinear observations, i.e., 
y(x)=!-” j-X’h(u(tl)) dB+ G(x), (1.2) 
0 0 
where a(x) is a Brownian sheet independent of n, and h( .): R + R is a 
C2k+1 function with all derivatives up to order 2k + 1 bounded and such 
that h(0) = 0. We have further assumed here that the line segment 
[0, x] ED for all XE D and extend the field u(x) to be zero outside D. 
Likewise, whenever we integrate a field defined only on D we let its value 
outside to be zero. 
A prototype example is: 
fA l+%(x) + F(u(x)) = n(x) XED=B(O, l)eR’, 
a% 
(Q,) 
u(x)=o,~(x)=o,...,j-p(x)=o XED 
x1 x2 
Y(Xl5 x2) = ss 48,) 02) de, de, + qx,, x2). 0 0 
(1.3) 
Here, F( -) is a smooth nonlinear functional and 6 is a positive integer. 
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Under certain smoothness conditions on P, F, and D, Eq. (1.1) admits a 
unique solution in Wm,‘(D) (cf. Theorem 2.1). For 4(x) smooth, which 
satisfies the boundary conditions, let Qr be the measure defined by 
solutions of: 
i 
Pub) + PW) + I;(+) + W)) = n(x), XED 
P,u(x) = 0, XE~D (1.4) 
(Q,) 
y(x) = jx’ -fxd h(u(8) + d(O)) d0 + G(x), XED, 
0 0 
i.e., the joint law of u and y which are the solutions to (1.4). We apply a 
theorem of Ramer [7] to evaluate the Radon-Nikodim derivative between 
Q, and the reference measure Q, which corresponds to 4 = 0, h = 0, i.e., 
w.r.t. the joint law of the process i+ and the solutions u of (1.1) (cf. 
Theorem 2.2). Let this derivative be denoted by A,(u(x)), the definition of 
the “posterior probability density” of the path 4 given the observation 
sigma-field a(y) is suggested to be, 
J (4)=lim P,(Ilu-~Il,,2<&l~{y}) 
Y E’O PQ(lbllm,2 <&I ’ 
(1.5) 
provided that J,(4) is well defined (conditions for that are given in 
Theorem 3.1). Here 11. II m,2 denotes norm of IV’,*(D) and P, denotes the 
probability measure generated by the solutions to (1.1 ), (1.2). One easily 
checks that 
(1.6) 
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Moreover, since 
is a r.r( y) measurable random variable which is independent of 4, it is clear 
from (1.6) that 
We therefore concentrate in the sequel on computing j’(d). 
Note that when h = 0, M(y) = 1, and J,(b) = exp j,,(4), and therefore 
(1.5) yields the “prior probability” (or Onsager-Machlup functional) of 
(1.1). Note also that in [2,9] we have used the L” norm to define the E 
neighborhoods. We could use these norms here for m = 0, however, when 
m >O we need some control on the derivatives of u as well (i.e., 
IIuII~,~ <K(D)&). Finally, we have shown in [2] that for F= 0, j,(4) is well 
defined for almost all y in the support of Q for an appropriate class of 4(x) 
whenever 2k> d/2 (i.e., when (l.l), (1.2) make sense). However, as will be 
shown later, for nonlinear F this is not the case. For 2k > d + m we obtain 
the same result as the linear case (compare Theorem 3.1 in both papers). 
However, when d > 2k - m > d/2, j,,(d) in general diverges, even with h = 0. 
More on this topic see in Section 3. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: in the next section, we collect 
premilinary results, some of which hold true for 2k - m > d/2. Namely, we 
prove the existence of solutions to (1.1) (cf. Theorem 2.1), as well as the 
espression of the Radon-Nikodym derivative A, (cf. Theorem 2.2) and the 
convergence of the likelihood ratio dP,/dP,, for any 4 E W~k*2(D) (cf. 
Lemma 2.3). Moreover, we prepare some premilinaries which are used in 
the sequel when applying Ramer’s theorem to the change of measures. We 
note that the existence results for solutions of (1.1) possess some independent 
interest. The third section concentrates on the results in which we need 
2k - m > d, namely, the existence of the Onsager-Machlup functional 
and its conditional version j,(d) for 4~ l$‘(D), I> 2k+ d/2 + m (cf. 
Theorem 3.1), and that of a solution 4 =argmaxb. ,+,~Q&~) (cf. 
Theorem 3.2). Finally, in Theorem 3.3 we represent 4 by means of a weak 
solution of an appropriate equation and check that indeed 4~ W$‘(D), 
1~ 4k- d/2. We note that the existence of j,(d) for 4 E W;*(D) requires 
conditioning on I( 2411 m + & _ /, 2 < E, instead of conditioning on ll~ll~,~ -C E as in 
the Gaussian case. We elaborate more on this issue in Section 3. 
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2. MODEL DEFINITION AND THE EQUIVALENCE OF MEA~LJRES 
In the sequel, 11.1) I,z will denote the Sobolev norm of lVy2(D) and )I . )I 2, 
the usual L2(0) norm. W:‘(O) denotes the closure of C,“(D) (i.e., the class 
of C” functions which have compact support in the interior of D) w.r.t. the 
norm W’~‘(O), and WiL2(0) denotes the space of distributions which is 
the dual of W;‘(O). We denote by n the random, distribution valued, white 
noise in D (cf. ([2] for the details). Note that n is WG’,~(D) valued for all 
l> d/2A, and that for any deterministic #E L2(D) and any base ei of L2 
(D), n(d) =xz 1 a,(47 ei) (in q.m.), where ai= n(ei) are i.i.d., N(0, 1) 
random variables [S]. 
Let m < 2k - d/2. By a solution to (1.1) we mean a Wm.‘(D) valued ran- 
dom variable u such that u has a continuous version and jD uP*# + 
(F(u), 4) = n(4) for all 4~ Wgk,‘(D). Note that the boundary conditions 
need not be classically defined, but are incorporated into the space of 
test functions W?‘(D). W e assume throughout that F is a conGnuous 
operator from Wm.‘(D) to L*(D) whose Wm*‘(D)-Frechet derivative 
D,F: Wm,2(D) + L2(D) exists. This derivative is defined as the linear 
operator D,F which satisfies 
We further assume that the mapping u -+ D,F is continuous and uniformly 
bounded, i.e., sup( 11 D, F1I op : u E Wm,‘(D)) s 11 DFll 2 < co. W.l.o.g., let F(0) = 0 
(if this is not the case one may always accommodate the constant F(0) 
into P). Note that for m = 0, F represented by fe C’(R) with bounded 
derivative, is an example of such an operator. 
The following existence result is well known. Since we could not find a 
reference for it we bring a proof here: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 2k > d/2 + m, let P be such that I( PdII 2 > cp ~~~~~ 2k,2 for 
all 4~ C,“(D) for some cp. Assume that IIDFII < cp. Then (1.1) possesses a
unique solution in WF2(D), which is in C”+‘(D) for some a > 0. 
Remark. The assumptions of Theorem 2.1 imply that the perturbation 
F is smaller than the spectral gap at 0. 
Proof: We use the sequel the following preliminaries: consider the linear 
PDE 
Pii = n(x), XGD ._ .,_ 
P, u(x) = 0, XEaD. (2.1) 
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Since 2k - d/2 > m, this PDE admits a unique solution in W?‘(O) which 
is in C”‘+‘(D) for some c1> 0 (the proof is an easy extension of the proofs 
in [8,2] and is therefore omitted). Consider now the solution to 
l-s(x) = -F( 2-i + ii), XED 
P,U(x) = 0, XEaD. 
(2.2 1 
We will prove below that (2.2) admits a unique solution 5 in Wik*‘(D). By 
substituting u = 17 + fi this will lead to a solution of (2.1), and conversely, 
since any solution u of (2.1) must satisfy that U- ii solves (2.2), the 
uniqueness will follow from the uniqueness of the solutions to (2.2). 
Before turning to the proof, we need one more preliminary result. For 
U,UE W?‘(D) and O<x<l, let g(x)2 (IF(u+xo)-F(u)JI,-x(Ivll,,,IIDFII. 
Note that, for E > 0, 
g(x+c)-g(x)= II~(u+(x+&)~)-~(u)II, 
- lP’(u + ~0) - F(u)ll2 -E lI4lm,2 IIDFII 
< Il~(u+~~+~~~~--~~+~~~ll2-~lI~Ilm,2II~~II 
< II~(u+(x+~)~)-~(~+~~~l12-~II~u+.~,~~~(0)l12 
Q llF(u+(x+~)~)-~(~+x~)-~D,+,,~(~)II2 
and, therefore, 
lim sup g(x++dx)<O . . 
E-+0 E 
Since g(0) =O, one concludes that g( 1) 60, i.e., IIF(u+ u) -F(u)l12 < 
IIDFII II4lm,2~ In particular, substituting u = 0 one obtains that IIF(u)ll 2 < 
I(DFII I~u[/~,~ for all u E WT2(D). 
We are finally ready to get to the proof of existence. As mentioned 
above, we do that by proving the existence of solutions to (2.2). We 
construct the following sequence of functions ~7~‘) E Wik-2 by U(0) = 0 and 
f%“‘(X) = -qfj+ 1) + q, XED 
P,U”‘(X) = 0, XEaD. 
(2.3) 
Since -F(U(‘-‘) + ti) E L2(D), there exists a unique solution U(l) of (2.3) in 
Wtkv2(D) (cf. [ 11). Define now 6”‘~ tic’)- UC’- ‘), then 8(‘) is the unique 
solution of 
P6’“(x)=F(C”-2’+1?)-F(u”-” + 22 + 6(‘- I’), XGD 
P,iv’(x) = 0, XEaD (2.4) 
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in W~k~2(D). Since (IDFII < cP, there exists an E > 0 such that 
llPP~~*= IIF(ij(‘-2)+il)-F(ii”-*‘+ii+6(‘-’))(1,~c,(l -E)~~6(1-‘)~~2k,2. 
On the other hand, IIP4\lza c~J\#I)~~,~ for all 4~ C,“(D) implies that 
ll~~ll2~cPll~ll2k.2 for all 6 E Wik,2(D). In particular, we obtain 
llfi”‘ll 2k.2 d t1 - &) ii6”- ‘)\I 2k, 2 
and therefore, for all I> I’, 
Thus, ii”’ +,+ m ii* in Wiks2 (D), and since F is continuous we deduce that 
0 = Pii”’ + F(zi”- l) + ii) z Pii*+F(fi*+zi). (2.5) 
For later use, we note that one deduces from the proof above that, almost 
surely, 
II~Ilm,2 = Il”* + 41m,2 G 11ii11m,2 + lIti* - ii(1)ii2k,2 + Ih(‘)l,2k,2 
d Mlm,* + 
Il~‘1)ii2k,2 
& 
~,Ilill~,~+~~Kllall,,~ (2.6) 
ECP 
and therefore ll~ll~,~ is bounded by I(ii(lm,Z, where ii is the Gaussian field 
which corresponds to F - 0. 
We turn now to the proof of uniqueness: assume that U,, U2 are two 
solutions of (2.2) in Wysz(D) and let v = ii, - G2. Then, v is the solution of: 
Pv(x)=F(u,+ii)-F(ti,+ii+v), XED 
P,v(x)=O, xedD. 
(2.7) 
Now, 
c~llvll,,2~ IIf’vll2= ll~~~,+~~--F(~,+~+~~~l,~~~Il~1l,,2, 
a contradiction unless IIv(( m,2 = 0. 1 
We next turn to the computation of A,(u(x)) 2 (dQ,/dQO) (cf. (l.l), 
(1.4)). To do that, we will use a theorem of Ramer on the equivalence 
of measures defined by a nonlinear transformation on Wiener space. Let 
0 ED c [O, lJd and define the Banach space of continuous functions 
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E 2 if@, , . . . . xc,) : f(x, , +, 0, ., xd)=O}, equipped with the sup norm, 
denoted /I.][. Consider the Hilbert space 
-XI 
H& f(x,, . . . . xd):f(xl, . . . . x,)= s 5 
-w 
... &gEL2(CoT WI 
0 0 
with the norm J/I] = /I gl),. Let i denote the injection from H to E, one easily 
checks that (E, H, i) form an abstract Wiener, whose sample realizations 
are the Wiener sheet. Throughout, we use the following notations: 
a; a* 
ax,...axd 
and 
51 
a-l& 
I s 
. . . xd. 
0 0 
Moreover, we identify everywhere E with its restriction to functions defined 
on D only. We begin by proving the following auxiliary lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 2k > d + m. Throughout, let u denote the unique solution 
to the equation PM + F(u) = av, v E E, where av E WpzkT2(D). (The existence 
and uniqueness of u follows by a proof similar to the one given in 
Theorem 2.1). Let 4 E W:&(D). Assume the conditions of Theorem 2.1 Define 
Ku~[P~+F(~+u)-F(u)] anddefine 
l&4w9q(P+F)-lav) 
I?&K((P+F)-‘v), 
where by (P+ F)-‘(f) we understand (P + F) - ‘(3) with 3 being the restric- 
tion off to D, and where a - ‘(P + F) - ‘d : E + E exists due to our conditions 
on P, F. Then 
(a) (D,R) = C’(D “++,F-D,F)(P+ D,F)-‘a: H-+ H (2.8) 
in the sense that both sides of (2.8) exist. 
(b) D,K is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and the map D-K: E + HS{ H} 
is continuous. 
(c) Since 2k > d, D,R is a trace class operator. 
(d) I+ I? deftnes a homeomorphism of E into itself 
(e) I+ D,k is invertible for all v E E as an operator from H to itself: 
Proof: We take for simplicity m = 0. 
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(a) Let u = ii + ii be the decomposition as in Theorem 2.1; i.e., ii is 
the weak solution of 
Pii=av on D 
P,ii=O on aD 
and ii is the unique solution in Wiks2(D) of 
Pu+F(ii+q=o. (2.9) 
Let now h E E and 2, i be the unique solutions in W2k-d,2(D) of 
Pii+qii+q=ah (2.10) 
Pi+D,+,F(fi)=ah. (2.11) 
Now, let 
A( ~~~(v+h)-&a-l(D,+,F-D,F)(P+D,F)-l ahI\ 
< Ila-‘(F(~+ii+t)-F(~+ii+ii)-D,+,+,F~)ll 
+ jia-‘(F(ii + ii) - F(H + ii) - D,+,Fi)(I. (2.12) 
But 
Ila-‘(F(~+~)-F(ii+u)-D,+,F~)(J 
~(la-‘F(ii+~)-F(ii+~)-D,+,F(~-u))ll 
+ Ila-‘(D,+,I;(f-u-~))I) 
<o(I(i-i$)+c(IDFJI )lL-i-i~~2 
and similarly for the other term in the RHS of (2.12). 
Therefore, to complete the proof we only have to show that 
I@ - till, 6 c llhll (2.13a) 
II&h-Q,=o(Ilhll). (2.13b) 
However, let 6 = U= - ii; then 
Since inf[&(P)] >c,> IIDF(J > ((D,FjI, (P+ D,F)-’ is a bounded linear 
operator from E to W?*(D), we know that Il(P+D,F)-‘all,,.,,,, is 
bounded. Therefore, 11~112~ IIV’+R,~)-‘ll#4I2+ II@+@-F(u)- 
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DJW,). For Ml2 small, lI~(~+~)-JI~)-~,~4 =~~ll~ll~~=~~ll~llz~, 
and (2.13a) is established. Now let b& 6 - i, then 
(P+D,F)Z= -(F(u+6)-F(u)-D,F6). (2.14) 
Thus, 11~112< II(~+~,~~~‘II(IlF(u+6)-F~~)-~,~~ll,} =4ll~llJ due to 
(2.13a). 
(b) Note that to show that D,i? is Hilbert-Schmidt on H, it is 
enough to check that D,l? is Hilbert-Schmidt on L’(D); i.e., we need to 
show that tr(D,k*D,Z?) < co. Let ei be the complete orthonormal basis of 
L2(D) composed of the generalized eigenvectors of P + D, F. One has 
tr(D,R*D,k)= f II(D U+,F-D,F)(P+D”F)-‘eill: 
i=l 
~411DFl12 jI $. (2.15) 
I 
Note that the behavior at infinity of ,Ij is the same as that of l,(P), whereas 
ii > E > 0 for some E, since jJD,,FII < inf A,(P). Therefore, the RHS of (2.15) 
is bounded by c x,7, i-4k’d < co. That proves the fact that D, R is 
Hilbert-Schmidt. The continuity follows from the continuity of DF. 
(c) Again, we need to show that tr(D, 8) < co. Repeating the argu- 
ment as above, one obtains that 
tr(D,&)<c, f i<c, f i-2kl”<cc 
i= * ‘i 
(2.16) 
i=l 
whenever 2k > d. 
(d) Note that in the proof of the uniqueness of solutions to (1.1) in 
Theorem 2.1 we have actually proved the continuity of solutions to (1.1) 
when n is replaced by an L2(D) function. That is more than enough to 
prove the continuity of I+ E The invertibility of I+ Z? and the continuity 
of its inverse follow from the observation that, if one denotes by v’ the 
solution to the equation v’ = (I+ @v, and by U’ the unique solution to 
Pu’ +- F(u’) = av’, then one easily checks that U’ = u + 4 and, therefore, 
v=(Z+&‘v’=v’-P&a-‘F(u’)+iV’(u’-4) 
which proves both the existence of the inverse as well as its continuity and 
the fact that I+ Z?: E + E is a bijection. 
(e) Note that if f = K’g, g E L2(D), then (I+ D,X)f=f+ D,kg 
and, therefore, 
(I+ D,@= (P+ D,+,+F)(P+ D,F)-’ 
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and therefore 
(z+D,R)-‘=(P+D,F)(P+D,+,F)-1. 1 
Before we may state the theorem concerning the structure of A,(u(x)), 
we introduce some notations. 
DEFINITIONS. 1. Let A be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. The Carleman- 
Fredholm determinant of A is defined as 
d(A)g fi (1 +&)exp(-&) 
i=l 
(2.17) 
and the product in (2.17) converges absolutely (see [3, X1.9.221). 
2. Let A be a trace-class operator. The determinant of A is defined by 
I(Z+A)I=det(Z+A)&{ (l+&) (2.18) 
i=l 
and the product (2.18) converges absolutely (see [3, X1.9.221). 
We quote from [3, X1.9.18, 19,22, 231 the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.2. (a) Let A, B be trace-class operators. Then 
$det(Z+ A+zB) =det(Z+A).tr(Z+A)-‘B (2.19) 
2=0 
and det(Z+ A + zB) is analytic in z. 
(b) lndet(Z+A+B+AB)=lndet(Z+A)+lndet(Z+B) 
(c) d(A)=exp( -tr(A)) det(Z+ A). 
Finally, we introduce the following stochastic integral which was first 
defined by Ramer (cf. [7, Lemma 4.21): 
DEFINITION. Let n, a white noise, be represented by n = ‘&aiei, where 
ai N N(0, 1) are independent and ei is a complete, orthonormal basis in 
L’(D). Let A be a non-random L2-differentiable nonlinear operator whose 
derivative, A,, is Hilbert-Schmidt. Then 
ZIG A i a,ei, i aiei - i (AXei, ei) 
i=l i= 1 > i= I 
(2.20) 
converges in L’(p) (where p = Gaussian measure which makes {ai} i.i.d. 
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N(0, 1)) to a random variable I which is independent of the basis ei. We 
use the notation 
I=jA non-trD,,A. (2.21) 
Note that when A, is trace class, both terms in the RHS of (2.21) exist, the 
first as an Ogawa integral (cf. [6, 5,2]), and their difference indeed equals 
I. We have completed the preliminaries required to compute A,(u(x)): 
THEOREM 2.2. Let h( .) E C’(R) with a bounded derivative. Assume the 
conditions of Theorem 2.1, and in addition assume that 2k > d + m. Let 
u E W”‘,‘(D) denote the solution of (1.1) and let I$ E Wik,*(D) be independent 
of n. Then 
~&4x)) = ev j &@)) 4W -h j h*W)) de 
D D > 
xexp -- 
[ j 
; D vv+flu+4)-F(U))* 
- I D (P#+F(u+q5)--F(u))on 
+ tr((D u+,F-D,F)U’+D,J’-‘1 1 
x4@,+, F- D,F)(P+ DJ-‘). (2.22) 
Proof: Define QG as the measure Q, with h = 0, i.e., Q, denotes the 
joint law of 3 and the solution u of (1.1). Note that under Q, , y is 
independent of u. Exactly as in the linear case, one has 
dPQ, 
dPe,=exp D [j 
hMe)+Nwww; j h'ww?wwe], (2.23) 
D 
where the stochastic integral, taken under QG, is well defined as a Wiener 
integral since U(X)E L*(D) is independent of a{@(e), 0e D}. This part of 
A,(u(x)) is denoted as the likelihood ratio. In the sequel, therefore, we can 
assume h=O. Let now UE W”,*(D) be the unique solution of (l.l), and 
associate it with v = Pu+ F(u) (u is the “white noise”). Under Q,, v = n, 
whereas under QG, u + Ku = n. By Lemma (2.1), one may apply Ramer [7] 
to conclude that 
dPQ* 
-=A(D,&)exp 
dPQ0 
-is (Ku)*-i (&)on+tr(D,&)], (2.24) 
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where again, since D,b is trace class each term in the RHS of (2.24) is well 
defined. Note that R: W- d’2-6,2(D) + L*(D), where 6 < 2k - d/2 -m and 
therefore I’&E L*(D). Now combining (2.23) and (2.24), the proof is 
completed. 1 
We note that to apply [7], we have used the properties of the shift 
operator from the solutions for u - 4 to the solutions for u as established 
in Lemma 2.1. We remark that formally. (2.24) should hold true for the 
case d > 2k - m > d/2, where the sum of the last two terms in the RHS of 
(2.24) is defined (and not each one separately, since in this case the 
operator $? is only Hilbert-Schmidt). Note that this term is the Skorohod 
integral of Kv. However, as pointed out to us by D. Nualart and 
E. Pardoux, Ramer’s theorem cannot be directly applied to this case, even 
in the improved version due to Kusuoka, because in general the operator 
Z+ R: E + E is not invertible. However, as M. Zakai suggested to us, 
modifying g to be zero off the support of the law of the solution of (1.1) 
and, using the fact that in Kusuoka’s theorem, DL? is not required to be 
continuous over E, leads to the proof of a version of Theorem 2.2 for the 
case d> 2k > d/2 (when m = 0). Since we need in this paper 2k > d (cf. 
Theorem 3.1), we do not bring this extension here. 
We conclude this section with the first step towards computing the 
Onsager-Machlup functional: 
LEMMA 2.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, for h( .)E CZk+‘(R) 
with all derivatives up to order (2k + 1) bounded, and 4(x) E WZk,*(D): 
&a 
dPQ, 
,,I~Y}, lMlm,2<~ 
QW 1 
E’6 exp h(&@) dy(@ -; j 
D 
h*(W)) de] 
in probability and as. over an appropriate sequence of E, where the stochastic 
integral in the RHS is well defined for all 4 E W2k92(D) and fi in the support 
set of the measure defining y by the pairing betweeen W-dj2-692(D) and 
W2k*2(D) (2k > d/2 + 6). So, 4 may be stochastic and depend on y. 
Proof This is Lemma 4.1 in [2] and it admits exactly the same proof, 
as Ilu-4112~ IIu-c~I~,~. We note here that for that proof in [2] we 
assumed that E, [exp c [lull :] < cc for c > 0 small enough. This, however, 
follows from (2.6) since for c> 0 small enough, the Gaussian field ii 
obtained in (1.3) for F= 0 admits E,[exp c Iliillk,,] < co. 
683/36/2-8 
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III. THE ONSAGER-MACHLUP FUNCTIONAL AND THE MAP ESTIMATOR 
Let 
JE pProb(ll~-bII,+d12+6,2~~ I dy>) 
Y 
PrWIlull m+d/2+6,2<&) 
=EO(n,(u(x))I Ibllm+d,2+6,2<E, a{yj)M(y), (3.1) 
where 0<6<2k-m-d&&,, 26>6,, and M(y) denotes a a(y) 
measurable random variable which is independent of 4 (cf. (1.6)), and 
everywhere we assume the indices of the norms are chosen such that they 
are integer values. Recall that to get the unconditional functional, i.e., the 
Onsager-Machlup, it is enough to take h ~0. As mentioned earlier, we 
assume throughout 6, > 0, and consider .Z,(q5) = lim, _ 0 J;(b). We postpone 
the discussion on the specific neighborhoods appearing in (3.1) and on the 
reason for 26 > 6, > 6 to the remarks immediately following the proof 
of Theorem 3.1 below. Note that &>O implies that tr(D,FP-‘)< 
IIDFll tr(P-‘)< co and therefore D, FP-’ is a trace-class operator. 
Moreover, 
Define 
Jl,(D,FP-‘)I <y < 1. 
-t(d) 4 s, h(4(@) ~Y(Q -; s, h(d(@)* de -; 5, Vd + F(4))’ 
+lnlZ+ (D,FP-‘)I -ln(Z+ (DOFP-‘)I, (3.2) 
where the stochastic integral on the RHS (and hence the whole RHS) is 
defined for any 4 E W?*(D), and G in the support set of the measure 
defining y by the pairing between W*“**(D) and W-d’2-‘o,2(D). 
The next theorem is the main of this paper, i.e., the Onsager-Machlup 
limit: 
THBOREM 3.1. Assume that IID,F-D,F(J <KIIu-u~I,,,~ for some KC CO. 
Then, for any 4 E W Ak-d’2-*,2(D), which is a( y} measurable, 
!?. CJ;W)l = WY) exp -f,(d) (3.3) 
in probability and a.s. over an appropriate sequence of E. 
Proof: In view of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, we can without loss of 
generality assume h = 0, and then assume q5 deterministic. Note that 
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tr((D,+,F-D,F)(P+D,E;)-‘~2IIDFlI tr(P-‘(Z+D,FP-‘))‘) 
(3.4) 
On the other hand, note that for every 6, > 6’ > 0, U, u + 4 E Wy+d’2’6’(D) 
and therefore the stochastic integral w.r.t. n in (2.22) is defined without the 
need of the trace terms correction. Combining the above facts, and using 
Lemma 2.2(c), we rewrite (2.22) (again, with h = O!) as 
A,(+)) = det(Z+ (D,+,F- D,F)(P + D,F))‘) 
xexp -- 
( J 
; D (P$d+F(u+4)-F(u))2 
-J CP~+(F(u+~)-F(u))lo~). (3.5) 
D 
Note now that 
v+ (Du+d 
1 
F-D,F)(P+D,F)- )=(Z+D,+, FP-‘)(Z+D,FP-I)-’ 
(3.6) 
and, since both operators on the RHS of (3.6) are trace class, we use 
Lemma 2.2(b) and (3.6) to rewrite (3.5) as 
(3.7) 
where 
lnA,~lndet(Z+D,FP-l)-lndet(Z+D,FP-l) (3.8a) 
In A, & In det(Z+ D U+( FP-‘) -1n det(Z+ D,FP-') (3.8b) 
InA, -lDP(on+jDP)F(u) (3.8~) 
In A4g -1 (F(u+#)-F(u))o~+~ (F(u+#)-F(U))F(U) (3.8d) 
D D 
InA,& - (F(u+~)-F(4)) 
f 
P4+F(0+~(u+‘)) (3.8~) 
D 
lnA,g 
s 
D ; F2(u). (3.8f) 
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Consider first In A r . Using Lemma 2.2(b, c), one has 
In det(Z+ DOFF’) -In det(Z+ D,FP-‘) 
= In det(Z+ Z&Z’-‘)(I+ D,FP-‘)-’ 
=lndet(Z+(D,F-D,F)(P+D,F))‘) 
Therefore, 
IlnA,l< f II(Z+D,FP-‘)-‘II” IIDoF-D,FII”IIP~‘II”-’ tr(P-‘) 
n=l 
<$tr(pL) f f n=* n(cp:;D,)” JIDoF-DJl” 
G Cl IPoP- D,fIl 
provided lIDoF- D,FII < (cP - llDFll)/c~. 
Therefore, for ll~ll~,~ small enough (under Q,! ), 
(3.9a) 
and, repeating the argument, 
where cl, c2 are deterministic. 
Since q5 E W~k-dJz-6~2(D), one has 
Iln &I = l(p*ph dl 6 Il”l(,+d/2+6,211p*p~II -(m+d/2+6),2 
with c3(q5) < co. Turning to (3.8d), note that 
lln 4 = lV*FV + u)- F(u)), ~11 
fG ll4l m+d,2+S,2(IiP*F(~ + u)ll -(d/2+m+6),2 + Iip*Ftu)li -(d,2+m+6),2) 
G 2 lbll m+d/2+6,211P*ll IIDFII (lI”/lm+d/2+6,2+ Il~+4lldp+m+6,2) 
~Cq(~)IIUllm+d,2+6,2, (3.9d) 
where I(P*II is the operator norm of P*: Wd’2+6*2+ W-(d’2+m+6),2 which 
is clearly bounded. 
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Next, note that 
Iln 4 G Ud) IIfIu + 4) -JWl12 <W) IIW l141m,2 
~cs(i) ll4lm+d,*+6,2. 
Similarly, 
Iln&I ~~~II~~I1211~II~,2~~~II~II~+d,2+S,2. 
Combining (3.9) and (3.7) yields the theorem. 1 
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(3.9e) 
(3.9f) 
Remarks. We explain below why we used the Wm+d’2+ss2(D) neigh- 
borhoods in the conditioning in (3.1) and why 26 > 6,. 
Recall (cf. the introduction immediately below (1.5)) that the require- 
ment a,,>0 (i.e., 2k>m + d) was necessary in order to be able to have a 
nice (i.e., without additional constraints) characterization of the limit j,(4). 
Obviously, had we allowed in the conditioning distributional neigh- 
borhoods, this problem could have been avoided. However, we choose not 
to do so because then interpretation of the results in terms of MAP 
estimation is not clear. Note that in the 1D case the problem is avoided 
since no singularities occur (i.e., all correction terms are finite). 
Next, note that in order to have (3.9~) with #s having only the degree 
of smoothness guaranteed for the solution of the estimation problem, we 
had to take Wm+d12+6,2 neighborhoods, any 0 < 6 c 6,, or alternatively, 
impose structural conditions (which are satisfied by the optimizer) as in the 
linear case [2, Theorem 3.21 or one dimensional case [9]. However, here 
structural conditions would not help due to the terms A,: the integrand 
being dependent on U, one cannot apply an integration by parts as in [2, 
Theorem 3.21. In the one dimensional case, the problem is avoided basically 
using the Ito calculus. Here, since we do not have such a powerful tool, we 
have to require the right degree of smoothness to be able to write (3.9d). 
This leads to 26>6,,. 
We turn now the existence issue and claim: 
THEOREM 3.2. There exists a solution to the problem: 
I = ,ygy, &W. (3.10) 
Proof: We follow the same steps as in [2, lo]; we therefore give the 
details below of those parts of the argument which are new: 
(a) For y E C(D), .fJO) = SD h(0) dy(8) - $h(O)* Vol(D) > --co. 
(b) We have bounded Iln(lZ+D,FP-‘I)1 by a uniform bound 
(independent of 4). Further, 1144)112 G IIWI l14112k.2, II@ + JI4)ll i > 
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II@ - IW’ll 11411 i while U’- IW’II 0 ’ IS b ounded away from zero, se we can 
follow the proof of [2] to show that lim,,4,,2k,2-oo j(d)= -a~. 
(c) To show that j(d) is lower semi-continuous w.r.t. the weak 
topology in W2k*2(D), w  e note that the additional terms (w.r.t. [2]) in the 
non-linear case do not cause any problem, since: 
(1) F: WZkq2(D)t W2kPm,2(D) is a continuous mapping, and 
since (2k - m) > d, 4, 3 4 implies F(c$,) -+ F(4) pointwise, 
and also in W“‘2,2(D), so the cross term Pd. F(4) will be 
continuous as well as the F(q5)2-term. 
(2) Note that 
Iln det(Z+D,“FP-‘)-lndet(Z+D,FPP’)I <cl l14,,-$Ilm,2 
due to the argument (3.9a). However, 4, $ * 4, implies, 
because 2k > m + d/2, that 114, - 411m,2 + 0. ?!or%ining all the 
above, we conclude that j(d) is lower semicontinuous w.r.t. the 
weak topology in W2k,2(D) which, combined with (a), (b), and 
[2], yields the theorem. 1 
We conclude this section by the following representation for the 
estimator q7: 
THEOREM 3.3. Any maximizer of (3.10) is a weak solution of: 
(P+DpF)*(PJ+F(&)= -h’(J) h($)+h’(q+j+G(& on D 
P,qT=O on 8D (3.11) 
(P+DgF)B(PJ+F(&)=O on aD, 
where (P + D,JF)$ denotes the boundary operator defined by (P + D4F)*; 
i.e., for h, d2e Cm(D), 
Zk-1 
((P+DBF)*~~,~~)-(~~,(P+D~F)~,)= 1 C(P+D,JWI~!$ 
j=l 
with n being the exterior normal to D, (P+ DrF)j’ above defined by Green’s 
formula, and 
V’+ D$‘)d*h 
= CW+D#)d #l)k, W’+D@‘),* h)k+,, . . . . ((P+D,-FE h)Zk-,I. 
Here G(d) PC,“, 1 tr(Z+ DyFP~‘)~‘[D$F(ei, P-’ .)] ei, with ei any 
orthogonal basis of WF2(D). 
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Note that we assumed the existence of the W$*(D)-derivative of D,F, 
w.r.t. 4; i.e., limllull~,z~o {IIDt~+.,F(u)-D,F(u)-D~F(u, u> II~/ll~IIm,2~ 
IIuI~~~,~} =0 for every 4 E W:‘**(D), DE WTs2(D), and further we assumed 
that lID:f’<u, ~~l12~~ll~llm,211~l12~,2. 
Proof: The proof is an easy application of the necessary conditions of 
the calculus of variations as done, for example, in [2, Theorem 4.31 and is 
therefore omitted. The only interesting part is that up to a term of the 
order 4 II W II *k,*), 
lnI(Z+D,+,+FP-‘I -lnJZ+D,FP-‘1 
= tr{ (I+ D,FP-‘)-‘DiF(G& P, ’ .)} 
= iz, tr(Z+ D4FP-‘)-‘DjF(e,, P-’ .) ei) S# 
= s (34) hi (3.12) D 
where our assumptions guarantee that 
Itr(Z+ D, FPp1)-‘[D:F(6& P-’ -)]I 
<K/Cl - IlD~lll~~l ig, i Il~~ll~~,~II1Cl~ll~,~IIl(/~ll~~ 00. I 
Here ei are the generalized eigenfunctions of P in W?*(D) and li the 
corresponding eigenvalues. Note that using Lemma 3.1 in [2] we can 
understand (3.11) as a pathwise equation for each y E C(D), and also the 
solution 6~ Wiked’*-‘(D), for any 6 > 0; i.e., 6 E W~k+d’2+sI(D) for any 
6 1 < 6, as well, and 6 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1. 
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